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The Corrigan—Goddard (UG) Ansatz for n separated SP(2) menepoles in
static equilibrium contains n(n—2) conditions for n(n±2) parameters. in accord—
ance with the index theorem. However the n(n—2) conditions are such that. in
general, it is not possible to solve them explicitly or to relate the indepen
dent parameters directly to the physical properties of the system. For thisRINGS OF MONOPOLES WITH DISCRETE AXIAL SYtMETRY:
reason it may be 0± interest to simplify the conditions by imposing symmetriesEXPLICIT SOLUTION FOR N=3
on the system.
The purpose of this note is to consider those symmetries that can he
In)
implemented by linear transformations of the Ward—Atiyah —varliblo. Thesa
By are the reflexions of the coordinates x,v,: and the rotations 9 around the
z—axis. However, since the group of continuous rotations around the axis does
not admit separated nonopoles, only the discrete subgroups H1 whore
h’ = \z will, be considered. It is found that for H and h the Cd cr—
n n—iL. ORaifeartaigh and S. Rouhani ditions simplify enormously and that, for Rn and small values of the parameters
at least, the system described is a (non--zero) ring of monopoles with equal
spacing. In particular for n3 and R3 the PG conditions are autonaticail:
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies satisfied and there is an explicit solution (more precisely an explicit transi—
Dublin 4, Ireland tion matrix) which describes 3 equidistant nionopoles. The fact that the
discrete axial symmetries Rk aOmit separated monopoles located at the discrete
angles of the group, throws some light on the rather surprising earlier resiit
that continuous axial symmetry does not admit separated solutions, since th
continuum limit of an R system would require an infinite number of nienopoles
on the ring and hence an infinite energy.
Let us first recall the essential features of the CO—Ansat:. Let
r p () —(i
Abstract. It is shown that, in contrast to continuous axial
3 -
symmetry, discrete axial symmetry admits separated SU(2) monopoles i-lg
in static equilibrium. The Corrigan—Goddard conditions on the
parameters are enormously simplified and for 3 equidistant be the Ward transition mati’ix and let
monopoles are identically satisfied. ye + _, — + (2)
where the coefficients , ( ) are polynomials of degree (n—c) in and
and are hermitian in the sense that QR, . aL Then the CG—
Ansatz consists of choosing
tNote that a previous interpretation in which the continuous axi.al symmetrY














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T1 ] ‘ —
—4— —5—
s , -, As illustration let us consider n=2,3,4. For n2 the Ansatz (7)
to first order in C the Ansat: H + ) where is tue
reoroduces. the separated 2—monopole solution of Ward. For n=3, by suitably
axisymrnetric Ansatz, actually satisfies all the CC—conditions and hence
normalizing the coordinates we have
3
furnishes an explicit solution for all n.
3
—3
5 ()The Rn_invariant Ansatz (5) is not automatically z—reflexion = C — ) and KI (.J-)(Li-L)( -w)
invariant and if we impose z—reflexion invariance it reduces further to
wnere W1i.O Equations (4) then reduce to
rl ,-l.. 5 -fl \H = _± -“ -d) ) (71fi 1 c -
where n=2m or 2m+1 and the azimuthal angle has been chosen to make F real. (10)
There are only rn+i parameters in (7). On the other hand, from the table 1
we see that for z—reflexion invariance the e-2 are odd in and hence The first equation simply determines c for the given coordinate normalization
and the second is the CC—condition coining from (8). However because thethe odd—order conditions in (6) drop out, leaving only the (rn—i) conditions
integrand is oddtt in the CC—condition is automatically satisfied. Thus the
C (Si-h (8) Ansatz (9) constitutes an explicit solution. It obviously describes
3 equidistant monopoles.
for the (rn--l) parameters. (Actually, for even n the are identically For n4 by suitably normalizing the coordinates, we have
zero). Thus the combination of R and z—reflexion invariance reduces the
H 1 a K (11)rJn—2) conditions for n(n+2) parameters to (ni—i) conditions for (rn-i) para—
ci)
meters, where n—2m or 2m+l. In particular, for n=2 and n3 there are no
conditions. where a, E are parameters and ±(, a,) are the roots of [4o for’’. Since K,
.3
The Ansatz (7) is hermitian, has total monopole charge n, and is contains no even terms in ‘‘ , the odd coefficients ‘r in (3) are zero, and
regular in the neighbourhood of its axisymmotriclirnit if the limit is so the equations (4) reduce to
regular (which is true for low values of n and very likely for all
( 12)Cne might ask horever, what kind of configuration the Ansatz actually describes.
The R—svmmetry implies that any monopole (zero of the Higgs field hxh
off the z—axis must be accompanied by n—i other monopoles all lying on a ring. As in the n=3 case the first equation simply normalizes c relative
Hence the Ansatz must describe either a ring of menopoles with equal spacing to the coordinates. Thus there is one CC condition. It is not automatically
or a set of monopoles on the z—axis. Actually the monopoles on the z—axis satisfied and relates the pararnetersaande The system described is a set
would hero to be at the origin since separated monopoles would be inconsistent of 4 rnonopoles located at the corners of a square.
with the fact that in the axi—symmetric limit the zero at the origin is non— Finally let us consider R1_—syrnmetry (for n>,3). Since the only
(Note that for odd n the z—reflexion powers for (n which are —invariant are ° and we see thatdegenerate in the z—direction
invariance would force at least one monopole to lie at the origin). But now R1syrnrnetry reduces the polynomial Hhin (2) to






and hence the system describes a non—zero ring of monopoles. (The computation
is faciliated by noting that because of the Rn—symmetry we have 2)0I1+L\i,\ where all the parameters are independent of and only the are complex.
(6)(7)
where Lr are the usual moments , and that only the coefficients and i-i
fof K, enter the computation. Furthermore for even n and —
To see this more explicitly note that and -as
—
For example for small €, L
=— ( -) 4for odd n. In fact for odd a io) — 6 )
—6—
—7—
Br suitably choosing the origin on the z—axis and the azimuthal orientation,
one of ) can be set equal to zero, and one of the i made real. Thus
(14) contains essentially (n±2) parameters. On the other hand, because the
roots , and hence the coefficients in (3). are Rni_invariant, the
Laurant expansions of theta are expansions in “ and LI . Hence
the CC—conditions (4) are automatically satisfied for mo, and reduce again
to the zero—moment conditions (7). We then have (n—2) conditions for the
(n-2) parameters in (13).
The R_1 symmetry implies that (13) describes a ring of n—i monopoles,
together with a single monopole on the z—axis, or else a set of n monopoles
which are all located on the z—axis. The analogy with the Rn—case, suggests
that it describes the ring for non—trivial values of the parameters, but we
have verified this only for the colinear n—3 case. Assuming that (13) does
describe a ring, the 4 free parameters could be identified as the Higgs
constant, the radius of the ring, the distance between the single monopole
and the ring ceotre, and one internal variable. For example, for n3 we have,
for a suitable choice of origin and orientation,
H1 + R (+ cJ ,
shere only is complex. There is only one CO—condition, namely the one
shown in (12), and this condition is not automatically satisfied.
In contrast to (8) the Ansatz (13) is not automatically —reflexion
invariant, since that would require that both P in (13) be real. The





ti c1_2+ (1l S) ,
for even and odd n respectively. In (15) the azimuthal orientation has been
chosen so that tho single which occurs is real, and the system is automatically
j—reflexion invariant. There are m±1 parameters in each case in (15), and
since the z—reflexion invariance means that the odd—order conditions in (9)
are automatically satisfied, there are (rn—i) conditions for these (ni+i)
parameters. Since the single monopole and the ring—centre must now coincide,
the 2 free parameters are presumably the Higgs constant and the radius of the
ring. Note. that for odd n the expression in (16) is just ‘ multiplied by
the expression for even n in (7). For n=3, (i5) reduces to
(16)
the CC—condition (12) is automatically satisfied and the explicit solution
is the same as the colinear n3 solution found in a different manner by
Brown, Prasad and Rossi8.
In conclusion it might be remarked that one could continue along
the same lines and consider Re—symmetry for all sn. However, for Sfl
the CC—conditions for the special moments vv • -.
.
n—t are not
automatically satisfied so the system is a little more complicated.
—8—
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